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1. INTRODUCTION 

As the industrial society draws to an end, the developed 

nations are vigorously preparing for the next era, the so-called 

"information society". The information society is a product 

of the growing awareness that information is an important 

productive resource capable of raising the efficiency of all 

human activities. Rapid developments in microelectronics and 

computer technology continue to expand the limits of information 

processing and contribute to the realization of this new society. 

Accordingly, the role of telecommunications in the economy and 

society is becoming pivotal. Presently, the leading developed 

nations are pursuing the actualization of the integrated services 

of digital networks (ISDN), the primary infrastructure of the 

information society. The ISDN is expected to produce revolutionar 

changes in the economies and societies of the world. 

The information society, while presenting new challenges and 

opportunities for the developed nations, lays down almost insurmount 

able barriers ' for the developing countries. The advanced 

technology, specialized manpower and enormous capital required for 

telecommunications prevent the developing nations from keeping pace 

with the developed nations. Instead, the information society 

exacerbates the developing nation's dependence on developed nations. 

Further, the developments in telecommunications will significantly 
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affect productivity and disrupt the existing comparative advantages 

of the developing nations. The development of telecommunication: 

is a topic that simultaneously concerns all nations and is not 

the problem of any one country individually. 

This paper will discuss policies for telecommunications 

development based on the experiences of Korea. 

2. THE PAST AHD PRESENT OF KOREAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

Telecommunications came to Korea during the early stages of 

the openning of the Korean civilization. Telegraph service 

between Seoul and Inchon began operation in 1885. By 1945, 

Korea was using several mechanical switching systems. 

From then until 1960, the Korean war and recovery therefrom 

prevented any further developments. Efforts in telecommunications 

were centered on repairing the facilities of which 80% had been 

destroyed. Nevertheless, telecommunications was in better 

condition relative to the rest of the economy and contributed to 

the economic development which began in the early 1960s. 

The Korean government regarded telecommunication along with 

electricity and transportation as important infrastructures for 

economic development. In 1960. the EHD, a mechanical switching 

system, was first brought into Korea. Soon afterwards, 

Korea developed the capability to produce the EMD and Strowger 
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switching systems. In the 1970s. the need for an electronic 

switching systea collided with the desire to continue supplying 

•echanical switching systeas. As a result. telecoaaunications 

supply failed to Beet rapidly growing demand, adding to the 

backlog of telephone deaand until the late 1970s. 

With the introudction of analog electronic switching systeas. 

H10CN and No. 1 AESS, in 1976 and 1979 respectively. Korea 

began to supply telecommunications vigorously and eliiinate the 

backlog of telephone deaand which had reached its peak in the 

late 1970s. In 1979, the digital electronic switching systei. 

Ho. 4 ESS, was introduced. The AXE-10 initiated digitalization 

of long-distance and international telephone networks. 

Through these new facilities, the nuaber of telephone 

subscribers increased froa 156 thousand in 1963 and 1 ail I ion in 

1975 to 8 ail lion in 1986. The government spent 2.1 billion 

dollars in foreign exchange to import electronic switching 

systeas for 6 Billion circuits in the 80s. As chart 1 shows, 

the percentage of investaent in telecoaaunications relative to 

total investaent rose rapidly in the 1980s. The government wil 

continue this level of investaent in telecoaaunications in order 

to prepare for the information society. 
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Chart 1 : Investment in Telecommunications During Each 5 Year 

Economic Developient Period. 

period 

62 - 66 
67 - 71 
72 - 76 
77 - 81 
82 - 86 

investient in te I e c o n u n icat i ons 

(unit: Million won. US Million $) 

15.709 (62.8) 
68.555 (214.2) 
297.645 (676.5) 

1.935.057 (3071.5) 
6.100.000 (7394) 

percent of total 

investient 

2.7 
2.4 
2.6 
4.0 
7.5 

Many problems arose with the irregular growth of telecommuni

cations in Korea. First, the backlog in telephone deiand 

resulting from excessive and prolonged dependence on aechanical 

switching systems is an exaaple of aisaatch between telecoaaunications 

policy and econoaic structural changes. In other words, tele

coaaunications systeis did not keep up with fast growing econoay 

which requires inforaation flows at faster rate and in large quantity 

This is especially important in telecoaaunications which require 

enonous capital investient and Bust operate for long-ten periods. 

Second, the aany different types of facilities that coexisted 

during the transition froa aechanical swtching systeas to 

digital switching systeas created aany econaic and technological 

inefficiencies. Uniforaity and compatibility Bust be achieved to 

eliminate such inefficiencies. 

Third, Korea has relied predominant ly on foreign technology. 

Host of Korea's efforts have been directed at copying and 

operating foreign technology. The rapid advancement of 
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technology and growing demand for diverse services exacerbates 

the problem of technological dependence. Domestic development 

of technology is essential for reducing technological dependence 

as well as for advancing industries related to commun icat ions 

and building the ISDN, two Major goals for Korean conun i cat ions 

policy. 

3. STRATEGY FOR DEVELOPING TECHNOLOGY AND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS 

Korea's efforts on domestic technology produced the successful 

development of the TDX-1, a digital electronic switching system. 

o process of development 

Developing an electronic switching system(ESS) requires advanced 

technology in computers, semiconductors and software in addition 

to skilled manpower and enormous capital. Furthermore, there i: 

a great deal of risk involved in the process. However, huge 

expenditures for importing ESS, difficulties resulting from adaptin 

and operating imported technology, problems arising from unstandard-

ized facilities, etc. made self-sufficiency in ESS technology 

imperative. 

The ESS development project began in 1982. The Korean 

Telecommunication Authority(KTA) employed over 1,000 researchers and 

invested 30 billion won(about 35 million dollar). After undergoing 

successful testing in 1985, experimental models of TDX-1 with 
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6,000 circuits each are presently serving four agricultural 

districts. To encourage technology transmission and cultivate 

independent development capability, the KTA developed TDX-1 with 

the cooperation of 4 Korean telecommunications machinery firms. 

These 4 firms will supply 198,000 circuits in 1986. 

o effects from development 

The development of TDX-1 marks the turning point in Korea's 

effort to establish self-sufficiency in telecoummunications. 

Independent R & D efforts, product testing and developing quality 

assurance technology contributes to the systematic development of 

related industries. Through its efforts on TDX-1, Korea 

formed a base for the future development of ISDN with technology 

which is appropriate for Korea's particular needs. 

To encourage domestic industries and conserve foreign exchange, 

the Ministry of Communications revised its communications supply 

policy recently. The HOC expanded the role of TDX-1 to serve 

major cities in addition to the rural areas. The new policy wil 

cease utilizing AXE-10 and reduce the role of H10CN and NO. 1 AESS. 

Despite the progress outlined above, Korea has only taken the 

first steps towards technological independence. Development 

efforts and progress in operating software, production techniques, 

automatization in testing and other areas, and related technologies 

must continue. Furthermore, Korea must develop TDX-10, the 
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large capacity successor of TDX-1, in order to get closer to 

•aking ISDN a reality. Lastly. domestic technology Bust provide 

economic practicality. 

In addition to the aforementioned projects, Korea's plan for 

promoting couun icat i ons networks are as follows : 

1. Satisfy the deiand for telephone subscriptions and digitalize 

new facilites. By 1987. Korea will have completed automatization 

and eliminated the backlog of telephone deiand. During the next 

5 years, 4.2 Billion circuits of electronic switching systeas will 

be installed and an additional 1.4 Billion circuits will replace 

the circuits of aechanical switching systeas. In 1991, Korea 

will have 13 Billion circuits, 27% of which will be digital. 

2. Expand and digitalize facilities for long-distance and 

international telecoBaunications. Further, coaiun icat ions policy 

will expand aobile communications facilities and support the 1988 

Olympics. 

3. Connect public telephone networks with telex networks and 

packet networks. In addition, test-operate ISDN and continue 

efforts to build ISDN. 

4. Siaplify tariffs to proaote widespread utilization of coaaunica 

tions services. In conjunction, proaote new services, including 

data service, teletex. voice Bail, teleconferencing, and videotex. 
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5. Invest in telecommunications research and development at least 

3 X of the annual sales of communications industries. Strengthen 

specializations related institutes. 

In addition to developing the major technologies outlined in 

chart 2. communications policy will provide purchasing schedules, demanc 

forecasts and assistance for exporting domestic parts. 

Chart 2 : Plan for Deveoplment of Major Technologies up to 1991 

technolog ies 

ISDN 

- Connection of other networks 

- AI controlling system 

- Standardization of ISDN Protocol 

Electronic Switching Systems 

Semiconductor 

- Custom IC 

- CAD 

- VLSI 

Optical fiber communication 

schedule 

Completion by 1991 

Supply in mass quantity by 

1990(50.000 circuit capcity) 

Completion by 1991 

360 Hbp/s system: 1987 

1.4 Gbp/s system: 1991 

These plans are portions of the long-term plan of building the 

ISDN with domestic technology and achieving technological self-

sufficiency. 

4. SUGGESTIONS 

Telecommunications policies have a great impact on the 

efficient development of technology and promotion of communications 
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networks. Korea's policies give attention to the following. 

First. telecomaunications policy should be comprehensive, 

covering the economic and social aspects of te 1 econun icat ions in 

addition to the technological aspect. Policy oust guide the 

creation of a proper econoiic and social environment through 

capital formation. efficient allocation of investments, demand 

development, promotion of public awareness, and more. 

Second, international cooperation is essential for promoting 

communications networks in developing countries. Rather than 

withholing basic technologies, developed countries should support 

developing countries in assimilating telecommunications technologies. 

Such support will ease north-south tensions, promote long-term 

technological innovation and enhance global welfare. 

Lastly, policy should be more aware of the rapidly changing 

environment. The advent of the information society is profoundly 

changing the social environaent, industrial structure and international 

relations. 
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